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a b s t r a c t
We present a dynamically load-balanced parallel p-adaptive implicit high-order ﬂux reconstruction method for under-resolved turbulence simulation. The high-order explicit ﬁrst
stage, singly diagonal implicit Runge–Kutta (ESDIRK) method is employed to circumvent
the restriction on the time step size. The pseudo transient continuation is coupled with
the matrix-free restarted generalized minimal residual (GMRES) method to solve the nonlinear equations at each stage, except the ﬁrst one, of ESDIRK. We use the spectral decay
smoothness indicator as the reﬁnement/coarsening indicator for p-adaptation. A dynamic
load balancing technique is developed with the aid of the open-source library ParMETIS.
The trivial cost, compared to implicit time stepping, of mesh repartitioning and data redistribution enables us to conduct p-adaptation and load balancing every time step. An
isentropic vortex propagation case is employed to study the impact of element weights
used in mesh repartitioning on parallel eﬃciency. We apply the p-adaptive solver for implicit large eddy simulation (ILES) of the transitional ﬂows over a cylinder when Reynolds
number (Re) is 3900 and the SD7003 wing when Re is 60000. Numerical experiments
demonstrate that a signiﬁcant reduction in the run time (up to 70%) and total number of
solution points (up to 76%) can be achieved with p-adaptation.
© 2020 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Recent decades have witnessed tremendous developments in high-order computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFD) methods,
such as discontinuous Galerkin methods (DG) [1–8], spectral difference methods (SD) [9–12], classic compact ﬁnite difference methods [13,14], ﬁnite difference summation by parts (SBP) operators [15–17], and ﬂux reconstruction/correction
procedure via reconstruction methods (FR/CPR) [18–24]. Low-dissipation and low-dispersion properties of high-order methods have made them attractive for ILES of turbulent ﬂows. It has been reported in [25] that DG-based ILES can outperform
subgrid-model-based LES for transitional ﬂows and wall bounded ﬂows. The dissipation of high-order methods on lowfrequency large-scale ﬂow features is trivial, and it is only signiﬁcant on high wavenumbers/frequencies. Therefore, the
truncation error of high-order methods is considered as an implicit subgrid model for turbulence simulation. We note that
high-order methods are prone to suffer from instabilities due to aliasing errors in under-resolved turbulence simulation,
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especially when the spatial polynomial degree exceeds two. It has been shown that with proper de-aliasing techniques,
ILES using high-order methods has promising capabilities in under-resolved turbulence simulation [7]. Four popular types
of stabilization approaches for under-resolved turbulence simulation can be found in the literature, including (a) the split
form [26,27], (b) over integration [28,29], (c) artiﬁcial viscosity via spectral vanishing viscosity [30–32], and (d) polynomial
ﬁltering [33–35]. In this study, we employ nodal polynomial ﬁltering proposed by Fischer and Mullen [35] when de-aliasing
is needed.
A uniformly high-order spatial discretization in the entire ﬂow ﬁeld for under-resolved turbulence simulation of certain
problems, such as wall bounded turbulent ﬂows at high Reynolds numbers, is very expensive. As a matter of fact, the
high-order spatial discretization is only needed in the near wall region, such as the turbulent boundary layer, and the wake
region where vortex shedding dominates. Collocation schemes favor a straightforward implementation of p-adaption, which
has the potential to signiﬁcantly decrease computational cost. Instead of reﬁning/coarsening the polynomial degrees, meshadaptation either relocates the mesh points or locally reﬁnes/coarsens the mesh to adapt the mesh resolution. Comparison
of h-, p-, and hp-adaptation for high-order methods has been carried out [36,37]. It is found that p-adaptation is more
advantageous for smooth ﬂows, and h- and hp-adaptation perform better for ﬂows with discontinuities. In this work, we
only consider p-adaptation for smooth ﬂows.
In the literature, three major groups of adaptation methodologies can be found. The ﬁrst one is the feature-based adaptation [38–40], the second one is the truncation-error-based or discretization-error-based adaptation [41–43], and the last
one is the output-based or adjoint-based adaptation [44–47]. Feature-based adaptation methods are usually ad hoc and
heavily rely on empirical parameters; however, their ease of implementation and reasonable robustness make them a good
choice for adaptation. Truncation-error based approaches usually use the correction from either an additional coarser mesh
or a lower-order discretization to estimate the local discretization error, which can serve as the adaptation indicator. A
comparison of several feature-based and discretization-error-based adaptation indicators is conducted by Naddei et al. [40].
Adjoint-based adaptation methods are popular for engineering purposes since engineers are more interested in output functionals, such as lift and drag. Their superiority over the former two approaches has been demonstrated for steady ﬂow
problems. However, the computational cost of adjoint-based adaptation, especially for unsteady turbulence simulation, can
be large. Recently, Bassi et al. [48] employed an eﬃcient entropy-adjoint-based [49] p-adaptive DG solver to conduct scaleresolving turbulence simulation. In this study, we will evaluate the performance of a feature-based adaptation method [40],
which employs the spectral decay smoothness indicator [50] as the reﬁnement/coarsening indicator when it is applied to
under-resolved turbulence simulation.
Explicit high-order Runge–Kutta (RK) methods [51,52] have been widely applied to unsteady ﬂow simulation. padaptation will naturally lead to p-enrichment in near wall regions where the elements are usually clustered, thus worsening the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition when explicit methods are employed. Implicit time integrators can
essentially circumvent the CFL restriction that explicit methods have. Diagonally implicit RK methods [53] and backward
differentiation formula (BDF) methods are among the most popular implicit time integration methods. Recently, linearly
implicit Rosenbrock methods have become popular for under-resolved turbulence simulation [54,55]. Matrix-based implicit methods are notorious for the large memory consumption. Therefore, the matrix-free implementation [55,56] is
usually employed to reduce memory usage [57] for massive turbulence simulation. In our recent comparative study of BDF,
Rosenbrock-Wanner (ROW), and ESDIRK [55], we found that multistage implicit RK is more eﬃcient than multistep BDF, and
ESDIRK method is generally more robust than ROW in the context of matrix-free implementation with an element-Jacobi
preconditioner. Therefore, we employ ESDIRK in this study. Interested readers are also referred to [58,59] for implicit-explicit
(IMEX) Runge–Kutta methods, which use explicit and implicit RK for non-stiff and stiff terms, respectively.
Given that the time step size of an implicit time integrator can be relatively large, dynamic adaptivity is desired to
track the rapid change of turbulence features. Consequently, the work loads on all processes in parallel simulation will be
imbalanced once p-adaptation takes place. The difference of numbers of degrees of freedom on different processes can
be over 500% for a simple isentropic vortex propagation problem [60]. Hence, a dynamic load balancing technique is of
crucial importance for the parallel eﬃciency of p-adaptive methods. Existing publications regarding p-adaptive high-order
methods for turbulence simulation use the mean ﬂow ﬁeld to conduct the adaptation without dynamic adaptivity [39,48].
We utilize the open-source library ParMETIS [61] to achieve dynamic load balancing for p-adaptation. Technical details on
using ParMETIS for dynamic adaptivity are presented in Section 3 for interested readers. In our numerical experiments, we
ﬁnd that the cost of mesh repartitioning and data redistribution is trivial compared to that of implicit time stepping. This
enables p-adaptation to be conducted every time step to signiﬁcantly decrease the overall unsteady ﬂow simulation time.
Contributions. We develop a dynamically load-balanced p-adaptation technique for parallel implicit high-order ﬂux reconstruction solution of unsteady Navier–Stokes equations. The implementation regarding the dynamic load balancing technique
is presented in detail. We discuss the impact of weight calculation for each element on the parallel eﬃciency of p-adaptation
when implicit time integrators are used. The p-adaptive solver is applied to under-resolved turbulence simulation of the
transitional ﬂow over an inﬁnite cylinder at Re = 3900 and the transitional ﬂow over the SD7003 wing at Re = 60000. Compared to the p-uniform spatial discretization, the p-adaptive FR method can save up to 70% computational cost when p ≤ 3
in our experiments and provide favorable numerical predictions. We expect more savings when p is higher as demonstrated
in a simple experiment of the isentropic vortex propagation problem.
Organization. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the mathematical background of the
governing equations, the spatial discretization, and the time integration. Section 3 introduces the p-adaptation algorithm
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with the spectral decay smoothness indicator, and then explains the parallel mesh partitioning technique with ParMETIS.
A simple example is employed to demonstrate the impact of weight calculation of each element on the parallel eﬃciency.
Applications of the p-adaptive solver to under-resolved turbulence simulation are presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we
draw conclusions from the current work.
2. Background
2.1. Governing equations
Using Einstein summation convention, the compressible Navier–Stokes equations can be written as

∂ ρ ∂(ρ u j )
+
= 0,
∂t
∂xj
∂(ρ u i ) ∂(ρ u j u i + δ ji P ) ∂ τ ji
+
=
,
∂t
∂xj
∂xj
∂(ρ E ) ∂(ρ u j H ) ∂(u i τi j − K j )
+
=
,
∂t
∂xj
∂xj

(1)
(2)
(3)

where i = 1, . . . , nd , and nd is the dimension number. Herein, ρ is the ﬂuid density, u i is the velocity component, P is the
P /ρ
pressure, E = γ −1 + 12 uk uk is the speciﬁc total energy, H = E + ρP is the speciﬁc total enthalpy, τi j is the viscous stress and
K j is the heat ﬂux. γ is the speciﬁc heat ratio deﬁned as γ = c P /c v , where c P and c v are speciﬁc heat capacity at constant
pressure and volume, respectively. In this study, γ is set as 1.4. The ideal gas law P = ρ R T holds, where R is the ideal gas
constant and T is the temperature. The viscous stress tensor and heat ﬂux vector are given by



1 ∂ uk

τ i j = 2μ S i j −
Kj =−
where

3 ∂ xk

μc P ∂ T


δi j ,

(4)
(5)

,

Pr ∂ x j

μ is the ﬂuid dynamic viscosity, Pr is the molecular Prandtl number, and the strain-rate tensor S i j is deﬁned as


∂u j
1 ∂ ui
.
Sij =
+
(6)
2 ∂xj
∂ xi

In this study,

μ and Pr are treated as constants.

2.2. The FR/CPR method
For completeness, a brief review of the FR/CPR method [20] is presented in this section. A symbolic form of the compressible Navier–Stokes equations (1), (2), (3) is written as

∂q
+ ∇ · f = 0,
∂t

(7)

which is deﬁned in domain .  is partitioned into N non-overlapping and conforming elements e , where e =
0, 1, . . . , N − 1. After multiplying each side by the test function ϑ and integrate over e , one obtains



e

∂ qe
ϑ dV +
∂t



ϑ ∇ · f e dV = 0.

(8)

e

On applying integration by parts and Gauss divergence theorem, Eq. (8) reads



e

∂ qe
ϑ dV +
∂t





ϑ f e · n dS −

∂ e

f e · ∇ϑ dV = 0,

(9)

e

where n is the outward-facing unit normal vector of the faces of the element e . In the discrete form, we assume qhe is
the approximate solution in element e . The solution and the test function belong to the polynomial space of degree k,
i.e., qhe ∈ pk and ϑ h ∈ pk . To ensure conservation, f e · n in Eq. (9) is replaced with f ncom , the common ﬂux in the normal
direction of the element surfaces. Eq. (9) then reads


e

∂ qhe h
ϑ dV +
∂t



∂ e


ϑ h f ncom dS −
k

f he · ∇ϑ h dV = 0.

(10)
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After applying integration by parts and Gauss divergence theorem again to the last term of Eq. (10), one obtains





∂ qhe h
ϑ dV +
∂t

e


ϑ h ∇ · f he dV +

e

ϑ h [ f ] dS = 0,

(11)

∂ e

loc
h
k
where [ f ] = f ncom − f loc
n with f n = f e · n. In the FR/CPR method, the correction ﬁeld δ e ∈ p is deﬁned as [20]





ϑ h [ f ] dS =
∂ e

ϑ h δ e dV .

(12)

e

Therefore, Eq. (11) can be expressed as

 

∂ qhe
+ ∇ · f he + δ e
∂t


ϑ h dV = 0.

(13)

e

The differential form can then be employed as

∂ qhe
+ P ∇ · f he + δ e = 0.
∂t
Herein, P ∇ · f he

(14)

is the projection of the ﬂux divergence

∇ · f he , which may not be a polynomial, onto an appropriate

polynomial space. We note that Eq. (14) can be directly derived from the differential form; their equivalence has been
established in [62]. Speciﬁcally, for quadrilateral and hexahedral elements, the correction ﬁeld can be obtained by means of
the tensor product of the one dimensional correction polynomials; for triangular and tetrahedral elements, the readers are
referred to [20,63]. Only hexahedral elements are considered in this study.
The Roe approximate Riemann solver [64] is used to calculate the common inviscid ﬂuxes at the cell interfaces in their
normal directions as

f ncom
,inv =

f n+,inv + f n−,inv
q+ − q−
− R |Λ| R −1
,
2
2

(15)

where superscripts ‘−’ and ‘+’ denote the left of right side of the current interface, the subscript n is the unit normal
direction from left to right, Λ is a diagonal matrix consisting of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian ∂ f n /∂ q, and R consists
of the corresponding right eigenvectors evaluated with the Roe averaged values. The common viscous ﬂuxes at the cell
+
+ −
−
com
interfaces are f ncom
and common gradient
, vis = f vis (q , ∇ q , q , ∇ q ). Here, we need to deﬁne the common solution q
∇ qcom at the cell interface. On simply taking average of the primitive variables, we get

qcom =

q+ + q−
2

(16)

.

The common gradient is computed as

∇ qcom =

∇ q+ + r + + ∇ q− + r −
2

,

(17)

where r + and r − are the corrections to the gradients on the interface. The second approach of Bassi and Rebay (BR2) [5] is
used to calculate the corrections.
2.3. ESDIRK methods with pseudo transient continuation
The ESDIRK methods for the compressible Navier-Stokes equation (7) can be written as

⎧

n +1
⎪
= qn + t is=1 bi R (qi ),
⎨q
qi = qn , i = 1,
⎪
⎩qi = t ω R (qi ) + qn + t i −1 a R (q j ), i = 2, . . . , s,
j =1 i j

(18)

where i is the stage number, s is number of total stages, n denotes the physical time step, and R = −∇ · f . The second-order,
three-stage ESDIRK2 [53], and fourth-order, six-stage ESDIRK4 [65] methods are employed in this paper. A comparative study
of different implicit time integration methods can be found in [55]. In every stage except the ﬁrst one, a nonlinear system,
which can be expressed as
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F (q i ) = −

1

ω t

⎛


qi + R (qi ) +

1

ω t

⎝qn + t

i −1


5

⎞
ai j R (q j )⎠ , i = 2, . . . , s,

(19)

j =1

needs to be solved for q i .
The pseudo transient continuation for the i-th stage reads

qm+1,i − qm,i

τ

= F (qm+1,i ),

(20)

where m is the iteration step. Eq. (20) can be linearized as



1

1

∂R
+
−
ω t τ
∂q

m

qm,i = F (qm,i ),

(21)

where qm,i = qm+1,i − qm,i . We employ the successive evolution relaxation (SER) algorithm [66] to update the pseudo time
step size as



0

τ = τinit , and τ

m +1

= min τ

m

−1
|| F ||m
L2

|| F ||m
L2



, τmax .

(22)

In all the numerical experiments conducted in this study, we set the convergence tolerance of relative residual of the pseudo
transient continuation as tolrel
= 10−4 .
We use the restarted GMRES framework in the portable, extensible toolkit for scientiﬁc computation (PETSc) package [67]
with user-deﬁned functions to conduct the matrix-vector product and preconditioning. In Krylov subspace methods, the
Jacobian matrix only appears in the matrix-vector product. A ﬁnite difference approximation of the matrix-vector product
reads
pseudo



where

∂R
∂q



X=

R (q + ε X ) − R (q)

ε

+ O (ε ),

(23)

ε = 10−6 in this study. The element-Jacobi preconditioner, i.e., the inverse of the diagonal blocks of

1
1
ωt + τmax −

∂R
∂ q , is used for left preconditioning in this study. The preconditioner is only evaluated once at the starting stage of each

physical time stepping.
The pseudo transient continuation is an inexact Newton’s method. Therefore, we assign a relatively large tolerance to the
gmres
gmres
GMRES solver, i.e., tolrel
= 10−1 , to save computational cost [55]. However, for stiff problems, tolrel = 10−1 may lead

to divergence of the pseudo transient continuation [68]. In this case, we will decrease tolrel
to 10−2 . If not speciﬁcally
mentioned, the restart number is 60 for all numerical experiments. We note that the performance of the element-Jacobi
preconditioner will quickly deteriorate as τ increases to large values τ  t. Therefore, in the pseudo transient contingmres
uation, we do not increase the pseudo time step τ to large values to ensure that the relative tolerance of GMRES tolrel
can always be met within 100 iterations. Otherwise, we will decrease the current pseudo time step size by half and redo the
current pseudo-time iteration. In this study, we set τmax as τmax = O (t ) and τmin is usually one magnitude smaller
than t. We have developed a p-multigrid solver for coarsely-resolving simulation of low-Mach-number turbulent ﬂows
in [69]. Applying the p-multigrid solver as a preconditioner for Newton-Krylov methods will be our future work.
gmres

3. Dynamically load-balanced p-adaptation for high performance computing
3.1. p-adaptation using spectral decay smoothness indicator
The spectral decay smoothness indicator has been successful used to detect trouble cells for shock-capturing [50]. It is
deﬁned as

ηk =



 s p − s p −1  2
L
 
s p  2

(24)

L

for one element. For a hexahedral element, · L 2 is deﬁned as

· L 2


 p +1  p +1  p +1  2
ξ =1
η=1 ζ =1 (·) ωξ ωη ωζ | J |ξ,η,ζ
=  p +1  p +1  p +1 
 ,
ξ =1
η=1 ζ =1 ωξ ωη ωζ | J |ξ,η,ζ

(25)

where J is the Jacobian matrix of the coordinate transformation from a physical element to the standard element, | J | is
the determinant of J , and ωξ/η/ζ are the quadrature weights in the ξ/η/ζ directions, respectively. s p −1 is obtained by
projecting the solution from the degree p polynomial space to the degree p − 1 space. With the spectral decay smoothness
indicator, the adaptation procedure can be achieved as follows:
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•
•
•
•

calculate the smoothness indicator of every element;
adjust the polynomial degree of every element according to the adaptation criteria;
limit the difference of polynomial degrees at non-conforming interfaces to one; and
project or prolong the solutions when the polynomial is decreased or increased, respectively.

The adaptation criteria we employ in the present study are organized as follows:

• increasing the polynomial degree by one when ηk > νmax ηk,max ; and
• decreasing the polynomial degree by one when ηk < νmin ηk,max .
Herein, νmax and νmin are problem dependent. The polynomial degree p of an element in the ﬂow ﬁeld is p ∈ [ pmin , pmax ],
where pmin and pmax are the minimum and maximum polynomial degree, respectively. If not speciﬁcally mentioned, we
choose momentum in the x direction, i.e., ρ u, as the variable for smoothness indicator calculation; νmax = 0.1 and νmin =
0.001. In this study, all adaptive solvers will have pmin = 1. When the description adaptive pk FR or pk FR with p-adaptation
is used, we are referring to the adaptive FR method with pmin = 1 and pmax = k. Some preliminary results using the current
p-adaptation method to solve 2D unsteady Navier–Stokes equations have been presented in [60]. Since no dynamic load
balancing was employed there, the differences of the numbers of degrees of freedom on different processors in parallel
simulation can be over 500% for a simple isentropic vortex propagation problem. In this study, we propose to develop a
dynamic load balancing strategy for parallel simulation with p-adaptation.
3.2. Implementation of parallel mesh partitioning
To achieve dynamic load balancing, ParMetis_V3_AdaptiveRepart() in the open source library ParMETIS [61] is
employed for eﬃcient parallel mesh partitioning. This application programming interface (API) is particularly developed to
repartition locally adapted mesh in parallel computing. It allows one to use n proc processes to partition the mesh into n part
parts. In this work, n proc = n part is used to assure the load of repartitioning is balanced among all processes. A distributed
mesh is required as one of the inputs of ParMetis_V3_AdaptiveRepart(). We employ METIS_PartMeshDual() in
serial METIS [61] to partition the mesh to obtain the initial distributed mesh and no weights are assigned to any elements.
On using ParMetis_V3_AdaptiveRepart(), each element of the unstructured mesh is regarded as a vertex in the
graph. An illustration of the parallel mesh partitioning is presented in Fig. 1 to explain the technical details. Following
C++ convention, all indices start from 0. There are n proc processes and each process possesses one mesh partition. Assume
the i-th process has nei elements. The global index of the j-th local element in the i-th process must be Index( j , i ) =

i −1

e
m=0 nm + j to ensure that the distributed mesh is a legal input of ParMetis_V3_AdaptiveRepart(). One output of
ParMetis_V3_AdaptiveRepart() is an array of size nei which stores the process indices of the local elements after

parallel mesh partitioning. As shown in the second row in Fig. 1, before the parallel mesh partitioning, each process has
four elements. Process 0 has Elements 0 to 3, Process 1 has Elements 4 to 7, etc. After parallel mesh parititioning, the index
of the process that an element belongs to is stored locally. Due to change of element weights resulting from p-adaptation,
elements could appear to be ‘randomly’ distributed to all processes. In other words, some processes will possess a part of
the elements that they have before partitioning and some will obtain all elements from other processes. As shown in the
fourth row in Fig. 1, Process 0 has four elements and two of them, Elements 4 and 5, are obtained from Process 1. Process
3 needs to fetch Elements 2, 3 from Process 0, Elements 6, 7 from Process 1, and Element 11 from Process 2. To make the
new distributed mesh as a legal input for ParMetis_V3_AdaptiveRepart() in the next parallel mesh partitioning,
one needs to reorganize the global element indices as illustrated in the last row of Fig. 1. Corresponding CFD data should
also be reorganized following the mapping between the old and new global element indices.
For data redistribution, we use a collect-and-distribute strategy. We utilize MPI_Allgather() to gather all the conservative variables on all the processes and each process will fetch the corresponding working variables from the collected
data pool. The aforementioned randomness of redistributing elements to all processes leads to the fact that when it comes
to data redistribution, the elements on many of the processes could be totally different from those before the parallel mesh
partitioning. This implies that the cost of a process-to-process communication strategy to exchange CFD data could possibly
be close to that of the collect-and-distribute strategy. We refer interested readers to several advanced scalable distribution
approaches developed in [70,71]. In our numerical experiments, we have found that the total amount of run time needed
for mesh partitioning and data redistribution is trivial when compared to that of implicit time stepping. We would like to
clarify that in the spatial and temporal solvers, communication among all processes is done in a process-to-process manner
to maximize eﬃciency.
An important input of ParMetis_V3_AdaptiveRepart() is the weight of each element in the distributed mesh.
For the FR/CPR discretization, the number of solution points nsp within a element is ( p + 1)3 for a hexahedral element.
And there are ﬁve equations at each solution point to be solved in three dimensional problems. Hence, the number of degrees of freedom in one element is ndof = 5nsp . For a hexahedral element, all operations of the FR/CPR methods are indeed
conducted dimension
by dimension.
Therefore, we roughly estimate the computational complexity of one-time residual eval

uation as O ndof · ( p + 1) . When implicit time integrators are employed, the cost of one-time residual evaluation is trivial
compared to three major parts, (a) evaluating the element Jacobian matrix, (b) calculating the element-Jacobi preconditioner
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the parallel mesh partitioning using the ParMETIS API.

and (c) solving the nonlinear/linear equations using Newton/Krylov methods. When evaluating the element Jacobian matrix,
the ﬁnite difference approach is used. For each element, there will be ndof times the residual evaluation and the compu2
· ( p + 1)). We use lower-upper (LU) decomposition to invert the element Jacobian matrix to
tational complexity is O (ndof
3
obtain the element-Jacobi preconditioner. The computational complexity of is O (ndof
). In the matrix-free implementation
of the GMRES solver, the approximation of matrix-vector product and preconditioning will contribute to the computational
cost dominantly. For the matrix-vector product approximation, the computational cost will be that of one-time residual
2
evaluation. The left preconditioning is used in our approach and the complexity is O (ndof
). Overall, the complexity of the





2
Newton-Krylov solver is G ( O (ndof
) + O ndof · ( p + 1) , where G is the total number of GMRES iterations in the pseudo transient continuation. G is highly problem dependent. Thus, three candidates to calculate the weight of each element, namely,
ωe = ndof /5 = nsp , ωe = n2sp , and ωe = n3sp , will be investigated.
Though we can sketch the computational complexity within each element to pursue an optimal candidate for weight
calculation, the parallel performance is only directly related to the output distributed mesh of ParMETIS. In our numerical
experiments, we observe that when the disparity of element weights is excessively large, e.g., w e = n3sp , pmin = 2, and
pmax = 5, the output mesh will lead to degraded parallel eﬃciency and the large disparity will occasionally lead to failure
of ParMETIS, even when p is smaller than 4 and w e = nsp is used. Speciﬁcally, there will be processes which have no
elements after parallel mesh partitioning. Therefore, when ParMETIS failure is encountered, we will decrease the weight of
each element to w e = p + 1 and redo the mesh partitioning for the current time step. Note that the computational cost
of parallel mesh partitioning is trivial compared to implicit time stepping. In the following subsection, a simple example is
employed to demonstrate the proposed dynamic load balancing strategy.

3.3. A simple example of dynamic load balancing
We simulate the 2D isentropic vortex propagation on a 3D mesh (obtained by extruding a 2D mesh in the z direction for two layers) to demonstrate the dynamic load balancing strategy. The free stream condition is (ρ , u , v , w , Ma) =
(1, 1, 1, 0, 0.5) . The ﬂuctuation is deﬁned as [54]

⎧
2
⎪
δ u = − 2απ ( y − y 0 )e φ(1−r ) ,
⎪
⎪
2
⎪
⎨δ v = α (x − x0 )e φ(1−r ) ,
2π
δ
w
=
0,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩δ T = − α 2 (γ −1) e 2φ(1−r 2 ) ,
16φ γ π 2

(26)
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where φ = 12 and α = 5 are parameters that deﬁne the vortex strength. r = (x − x0 )2 + ( y − y 0 )2 is the distance from any
point (x, y , z) to the center of line the vortex (x0 , y 0 , z) = (0, 0, z) at t = 0. The domain is within [−10, 10] × [−10, 10] ×
[0, 0.8]. A uniform mesh of 50 × 50 × 2 elements is used for the numerical experiments. Periodic boundary conditions are
imposed on all boundaries. We only simulate this problem for 60 steps with a time step size t = 0.05. In the pseudo
transient continuation, τinit = 0.05 and τmax = 10 are used for SER. For the adaptive solver, the ﬂow ﬁeld is initialized
using uniform pmax discretization.
72 processes are employed in this section. Herein, we take p 5 FR with p-adaptation as an example to show how the
elements will be distributed to all processes. Elements in the ﬁrst seven processes and the corresponding order-of-accuracy
distribution, i.e., ( p + 1) distribution, of four consecutive time steps are presented in Fig. 2. From t = 0.15 to t = 0.20, the
local polynomial degree at non-critical region will be coarsened to pmin = 1 while a circular region surrounding the vortex
will maintain high polynomial degrees. Due to this coarsening, the redistributed mesh change drastically. From t = 0.20
to t = 0.25, all the ﬁrst seven processes except the third one do not exchange any elements with other processes. From
t = 0.25 to t = 0.3, even though the order-of-accuracy distribution only changes slightly, almost all the seven processes will
send a large portion of local elements to other processes and obtain a signiﬁcant amount of elements from other processes.
For turbulence simulation, we anticipate that the change of the distributed mesh will be more dramatic than this simple
problem.
In Fig. 3, numerical results from p / pmax -reﬁnement studies for the FR solver with/without adaptation are presented.
From Fig. 3(a), it is observed that both the p-uniform solver and p-adaptive solver have spectral convergence. The errors
of the p-adaptive and p-uniform solvers are of the same magnitude when the highest polynomial degrees are the same.
Run time of different solvers and the run time reduction of the p-adaptive solver using different weight algorithms (with
respect to the p-uniform solver) are illustrated in Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(c), respectively. Overall, with proper weights assigned
to all the elements, around 80% run time reduction can be achieved via p-adaptation when pmax ≥ 3 (highest order of
accuracy is no smaller than 4). For ωe = nsp , when pmax > 3, the parallel eﬃciency will keep decreasing as pmax increases.
This is due to the fact the computational cost of the Jacobian matrix and preconditioner evaluation will grow at much larger
rates than that of the one-time residual evaluation. When pmax = 5, ωe = n2sp and ωe = n2sp ( p + 1) have better performance
than

ωe = nsp . However, it is shown that ωe = n3sp generally degrades the eﬃciency than other candidates. Especially, when

ωe = n3sp and pmax = 5, the p-adaptive solver fails to ﬁnish the simulation within the time that the p-uniform solver needs.
In order to achieve optimal performance, both the weight calculation and the parallel mesh partitioning algorithm should be
taken into account. In the following section, we use w e = nsp for the p-adaptive solver when it is applied to under-resolved
turbulence simulation since we only consider pmax ≤ 3 there.
In Fig. 4, we present the distribution of order, smoothness indicator in the log scale, and point-wise error of ρ u deﬁned
as Err (ρ u ) = (ρ u )exact − (ρ u ). Large η resides at the vortex region and the transition region of high-degree polynomials to
low-degree polynomials. Note that this is consistent with the error distribution. It indicates that the smoothness indicator
can be used to effectively adjust the polynomial degrees in the ﬂow ﬁeld to maintain simulation accuracy, thus enhancing
the eﬃciency of p-adaptive solvers.
4. Applications to under-resolved turbulence simulation
The numerical studies in this section use seven computational nodes in a distributed-memory cluster. Each node has
two 18-core Intel Xeon Gold 6140 Skylake CPUs (2.3 GHz clock speed, 24.75 MB L3 cache) and 384 GB memory (12 × 32
GB DDR4). The nodes are connected by a network of four 36-port EDR (Enhanced Data Rate) InﬁniBand switches (100
Gb/s bandwidth, 90 ns latency). 252 processes are used for every simulation. The CFD codes and third party libraries,
such as ParMETIS and PETSc, are compiled using MPICH 3.2.1 and GCC 7.3.0 compilers. The C++11 standard is used in the
compilation of the CFD codes.
4.1. Under-resolved simulation of the ﬂow over an inﬁnite cylinder
Long time simulations of the transitional ﬂow over an inﬁnite cylinder are conducted to validate the reliability of
the p-adaptive solver in this section. The diameter of the cylinder is d = 1. The inﬂow conditions are set as the vector
(ρ∞ , u ∞ , v ∞ , w ∞ , Ma∞ ) = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0.1) . The Reynolds number of the inﬂow with respect to the diameter of the cylinder is Red = ρ∞ u ∞ d/μ = 3900. The Prandtl number is Pr = 0.71. A 2D view of the mesh is illustrated in Fig. 5. The center
of the cylinder sits at the origin. The 3D mesh is obtained by extruding the 2D mesh along the z direction, i.e., (0, 0, 1) ,
for eight layers and the thickness of each layer is 0.25d. There are 17694 hexahedral elements and the curved wall boundary is represented by p 3 elements. p 2 and p 3 FR are employed with/without p-adaptation. The cylinder surface is treated
as a no-slip adiabatic wall. Farﬁeld boundary conditions are applied to outer boundaries. Periodic boundary conditions are
imposed at the front and back sides. We employ ESDIRK4 for time integration and t = 0.025. In the pseudo transient
continuation, τinit = 0.001 and τmax = 0.01 are used for SER. The tolerance for the pseudo transient continuation is

tolrel
= 10−4 and that of the GMRES solver is tolrel = 10−1 . We run all simulations until t end = 800. The instantaneous solutions in t ∈ (100, 800] are used for time averaging. For p 2 FR with adaptation, (νmax , νmin ) = (0.1, 0.001) and
(νmax , νmin ) = (0.1, 0.01) are tested. For p 3 FR, only (νmax , νmin ) = (0.1, 0.01) is used to carry out the p-adaptation. The ﬂow
ﬁeld is initialized uniformly with the inﬂow conditions and the p-adaptive solver starts from a uniform p 1 discretization.
pseudo
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Fig. 2. (a), (c), (e), and (g) are elements in Processes 0–6 at four consecutive time steps. Processes 0–6 are colored by red, yellow, green, blue, orange, pink,
and dark green, respectively. (b), (d), (f), and (h) are corresponding instantaneous order-of-accuracy distributions. (For interpretation of the colors in the
ﬁgure(s), the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 3. p / pmax -reﬁnement of the p-uniform and p-adaptive FR solvers for the isentropic vortex propagation. (a) Error vs. order of accuracy, (b) error vs.
run time, and (c) reduction of run time vs. order of accuracy. For the p-adaptive solver, the order of accuracy indicates the highest order of accuracy, i.e.,
pmax + 1 in the ﬂow ﬁeld.

Table 1
Run time of all simulations of the transitional ﬂow over the inﬁnite cylinder.

(νmax , νmin )

Run time (hours)

Reduction of run time

Reduction of ntot
sp

p FR

no adaptation
(0.1, 0.001)
(0.1, 0.01)

27.43
22.43
16.55

0
18.23%
39.66%

0
49.96% at t = 800
63.43% at t = 800

p 3 FR

no adaptation
(0.1, 0.01)

149.78
45.56

0
69.58%

0
75.98% at t = 800

Method
2

The run time of all simulations is documented in Table 1. Overall, the p-adaptive solver can reduce a signiﬁcant amount
of run time. Particularly, for p 3 FR, the adaptive solver can reduce the run time by 69.58% when (νmax , νmin ) = (0.1, 0.01). At
t = t end , the adaptive p 2 FR solver has 239,073 solution points when (νmax , νmin ) = (0.1, 0.001) and 17,4701 solution points
when (νmax , νmin ) = (0.1, 0.01); the adaptive p 3 FR solver has 271,958 solution points. When turbulence is fully developed,
the total number of p-reﬁned elements will be similar at different time steps. In general, the reduction of run time and
that of ntot
sp are consistent with each other and p-adaptation with larger p max is encouraged as shown in Table 1. From the
isosurfaces of Q -criterion, where Q = 0.5, illustrated in Fig. 6, it is intuitive that the p-adaptive solver is more dissipative
than p-uniform solver in the wake region away from the cylinder. The order-of-accuracy distributions of the adaptive solver
with different adaptation parameters at slice z = 0 are also presented. When νmin is decreased from 0.01 to 0.001, the p 2
region will substantially extend into the wake region away from the cylinder. Thus, the reduction in run time will decrease.
The order-of-accuracy distributions of the adaptive p 3 FR solver at different slices are shown in Fig. 7 to give a better
presentation of the local p-adaptation.
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Fig. 4. The distribution of (a) order of accuracy, (b) smoothness indicator
that the smaller the η is, the smoother the ﬂow is.

11

η , and (c) point-wise error of ρ u at t = 3 using the adaptive p 5 FR method. Note

Fig. 5. 2D views of the unstructured mesh around a circular cylinder.
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Fig. 6. Transitional ﬂow over the inﬁnite cylinder at Re = 3900. Instantaneous isosurfaces of Q = 0.5 colored by velocity component in the x direction at
t = 800. Order-of-accuracy distribution at slice z = 0 is turned on in (b) and (c). A close-up view of the near wall region is also presented in (c).

Fig. 7. Instantaneous order-of-accuracy distribution of p 3 FR with adaptation at different slices when t = 800.

We further examine the power spectral density (PSD) of the total velocity at four locations in the wake region, namely

(0.58, 0, 1) , (1.54, 0, 1) , (6, 0, 1) , and (10, 0, 1) as presented in Fig. 8. Compared to the DNS results in [72], a large
portion of the inertial range can be resolved at the ﬁrst two points. At the last two points, (6, 0, 1) , and (10, 0, 1) , the
adaptive solver gets more dissipative as the parameter νmin increases. The velocity proﬁles at different positions on the
x-axis in Fig. 9, where y /d ∈ [−3, 3], further demonstrates this observation. At x = 0.58 and x = 1.54, the velocity proﬁles
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Fig. 8. Power spectral density of the total velocity at different locations in the wake region. (a)–(d) adaptive p 2 FR without adaptation, (e)–(h) adaptive p 2
FR with (νmax , νmin ) = (0.1, 0.001), (i)–(l) adaptive p 2 FR with (νmax , νmin ) = (0.1, 0.01), (m)–(p) p 3 FR without adaptation, and (q)–(t) adaptive p 3 FR with
(νmax , νmin ) = (0.1, 0.01). A line of slope −5/3 is added to every graph as a reference.

of the p-adaptive FR methods are close to those of the p-uniform FR methods. At x = 6 and x = 10, the local extrema of
the p-adaptive FR are largely dissipated, even when (νmin , νmax ) = (0.1, 0.001).
The surface pressure coeﬃcient C P and surface friction coeﬃcient C f on the y > 0 side of the cylinder are presented in
Fig. 10. When (νmax , νmin ) = (0.1, 0.001), the results of the adaptive p 2 FR method is close to that of the p-uniform p 2 FR
method. When (νmax , νmin ) = (0.1, 0.01), the results of adaptive solver are still comparable to those of the p-uniform solver
even though a large portion of the wake region uses p 1 polynomials only.
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Fig. 9. Proﬁles of velocity component u in x-direction at different locations. Legend 1, p-uniform p 2 FR; Legend 2, p-adaptive p 2 FR with (νmax , νmin ) =
(0.1, 0.001); Legend 3, p-adaptive p 2 FR with (νmax , νmin ) = (0.1, 0.01); Legend 4, p-uniform p 3 FR; Legend 5, p-adaptive p 3 FR with (νmax , νmin ) =
(0.1, 0.01).

Fig. 10. Surface C P and C f in the averaged ﬁeld of the transitional ﬂow over the inﬁnite cylinder at Re = 3900.
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Fig. 11. 2D views of the unstructured mesh around the SD7003 wing.

4.2. Under-resolved simulation of the transitional ﬂow over the SD7003 wing
In this section, we apply the p-adaptive solver to the simulation of the transitional ﬂow over the SD7003 wing. The
geometry of the wing is obtained from the 1st International Workshop on High-Order CFD Methods. The chord length
of the wing is c = 1 with the sharp trailing edge rounded by an arc of radius r ≈ 0.0004. The inﬂow conditions are
(ρ∞ , u ∞ , v ∞ , w ∞ , Ma∞ ) = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0.1) . The angle of attack of the inﬂow is 8◦ . The Reynolds number of the inﬂow
with respect to the chord length of the wing is Rec = ρ∞ u ∞ c /μ = 60000. The Prandtl number is Pr = 0.72. 2D views of the
unstructured mesh used for under-resolved simulation are illustrated in Fig. 11. The height of the ﬁrst layer of elements in
the normal direction of the wing is 0.0003c. We extrude the 2D mesh along the z direction to obtain the 3D mesh. The ﬁrst
3D mesh has 20 layers in the z direction and 109,540 hexahedral elements in total. The thickness of each layer is 0.01c. The
second one has 10 layers in the spanwise direction and each layer has a thickness of 0.02c. The p-adaptation parameters
are set as (νmax , νmin ) = (0.1, 0.001).
pseudo
The time step t = 0.002 and tolerance for the pseudo transient continuation tolrel
= 10−4 are employed for all
numerical experiments (except when computational cost proﬁling was conducted). For the simulation on the 20-layer mesh,
gmres
ESDIRK2 is employed for time integration with tolrel
= 10−1 for the GMRES solver. In the pseudo transient continuation,
τmin = 0.0002 and τmax = 0.004 are used for SER. We ﬁrst run the simulation with adaptive p 2 FR until t 1 = 26. The
instantaneous values of conservative variables in t ∈ (20, 26] are used for averaging. Then we increase the pmax to pmax = 3
and resume the simulation until t 2 = 42. Averaging is done for t ∈ (36, 42]. When p 3 FR with p-adaptation is used to
simulate this problem on the 10-layer mesh, aliasing errors will lead to failure. Therefore, we employ a simple nodal
polynomial ﬁltering method proposed by Fischer and Mullen [35] for every element whose polynomial degree exceeds two.
p3

p3

The p 2 polynomial is employed as a basis to perform a cut-off as 
q p 3 = (1 − α )q p 3 + α P p 2 q p 3 , where P p 2 is the projection
operation from p 3 to p 2 and α = 0.2. With this nodal polynomial ﬁltering, a small amount of dissipation is introduced
to stabilize the numerical methods. ESDIRK4 serves as the time integrator for the simulation on the 10-layer mesh with
gmres
adaptive p 3 FR. To increase the robustness of the pseudo transient continuation, tolrel
= 10−2 , τmin = 0.0002, and
τmax = 0.002 are used. We run the simulation until t 1 = 26 only. Solutions in t ∈ (20, 26] are averaged for statistics.
Two snapshots of the instantaneous isosurfaces of the Q -criterion, where Q = 500, are presented in Fig. 12 for the
simulation conducted on the 20-layer mesh. One visible difference is that more ﬁner structures are resolved using adaptive
p 3 FR. From Fig. 13 and Fig. 14, we observe that polynomials of degree p > 1 are clustered in regions near the stagnation point, turbulent boundary layers as well as the wake region. The order-of-accuracy distributions at different slices
in the spanwise direction are not exactly the same since the p-adaptation is conducted locally. Overall, the feature-based
adaptation method can give an feature-tracking p-distribution. Unlike the transitional ﬂow over the cylinder, the choice
of (νmax , νmin ) = (0.1, 0.001) actually clusters all the polynomials of degree p > 1 in a small domain and only a few
high-order elements can be found in the wake region far away from the wing. The power spectral density of the total
velocity at four locations close to the suction side of the wing, i.e., (0.3, 0.057, 0.1) (0.5, 0.048, 0.1) , (0.7, 0.032, 0.1) ,
and (0.9, 0.012, 0.1) are illustrated in Fig. 15. The ﬁrst point is near the end of the separation bubble, where the transition
from laminar ﬂow to turbulent ﬂow takes place. The slopes of PSDs are generally steeper than −5/3 at high frequencies
at the ﬁrst point in all simulation. At the other three points, PSDs align with the reference lines in a certain range of high
frequencies, which agrees with the results in [73].
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Fig. 12. Instantaneous Q -isosurfaces colored by velocity component u in the x direction when simulating the transitional ﬂow on the 20-layer mesh.

Fig. 13. Instantaneous order-of-accuracy distributions of adaptive p 2 FR at different slices in the spanwise direction when simulating the transitional ﬂow
over the SD7003 wing. t = 26.

Fig. 14. Instantaneous order-of-accuracy distributions of adaptive p 3 FR at different slices in the spanwise direction when simulating the transitional ﬂow
over the SD7003 wing. t = 40.

The mean ﬁeld of the averaged velocity component u in the x direction are presented in Fig. 16. Predictions of the
time-averaged ﬂow features, namely, lift coeﬃcient C l , drag coeﬃcient C d , separation point xs , and reattachment point xre ,
are documented in Table 2. The reduction of the total number of solution points ntot
sp at speciﬁc time instances are also provided in Table 2. The time-averaged surface pressure coeﬃcient C P and surface friction coeﬃcient C f on the SD7003 wing
are illustrated in Fig. 17. All numerical experiments over-predict the drag when compared to the experimental result [74].
Simulation of the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations done by Bassi et al. [54] gave larger C d than those of the compressible Navier–Stokes equations when Ma = 0.1. The numerical results of our current work have a decent agreement with
those in [75]. For simulation conducted on the 20-layer mesh, the adaptive p 2 FR has 1,644,414 solution points at t 1 = 26;
the adaptive p 3 FR has 2,570,297 solution points at t 2 = 42. The reductions compared to p-uniform p 2 and p 3 FR are
44.40% and 63.34%, respectively. The reduction of solution points on the 10-layer mesh using p-adaptive p 3 FR is 60.57% at
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Fig. 15. Power spectral density of the total velocity at different locations in the wake region. (a)–(d) adaptive p 2 FR and (e)–(h) adaptive p 3 FR. A line of
slope −5/3 is added to every graph as a reference. Simulations are conducted on the 20-layer mesh.

Fig. 16. Averaged velocity component in the x direction on the 20-layer mesh.

t 1 = 26. From the reduction in the total number of solution points, we speculate a similar reduction in the computational
cost or run time. We note that insuﬃcient resolution of the physical scales will lead to failure of the under-resolved turbulence simulation due to insuﬃcient grid resolution in the 10-layer mesh. However, with a small dissipation introduced by
nodal polynomial ﬁltering, the force prediction can be accurate to 0.01 and the length of separation bubble is only slightly
shorter. It is hard to know whether one under-resolved turbulence simulation will fail due to aliasing errors. Therefore,
in the practice of performing under-resolved turbulence simulation using high-order methods, we would recommend to
employ proper de-aliasing techniques.
We proﬁle our code for simulating this problem on the 20-layer mesh using adaptive p 2 , p 3 , and p 4 solvers. We restart
our simulations from previous results and average the run time of each components for 20 time steps. (νmax , νmin ) =
t 1 , the cost of data redis(0.1, 0.001) is employed for this test. Speciﬁcally, we document the cost of mesh repartitioning 
t 2 , the total cost of adaptation 
t 1, 2 = 
t 1 +
t 2 , the cost of element Jacobi evaluation 
t 3 , the cost of preconditioner
tribution 
evaluation 
t 4 , and the cost of the linear solver 
t 5 , as well as the total cost of one implicit time stepping 
t 0 , in Table 3.
ESDIRK2 and ESDIRK4 are employed as the time integrators and t = 0.002 and t = 0.004 are tested. Note that nonlinear
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Table 2
Predictions of the transitional ﬂow using the p-adaptive solver. Rows 1–3 are from current work using p-adaptive FR. Rows 4–9 are previous numerical
results using p-uniform high-order methods. Row 10 presents the results from experiment. The abbreviation Inc. stands for “incompressible”.
Spatial discretization
2

Ma

Cl

Cd

xs

xre

Reduction of ntot
sp
44.40% at t 1 = 26
63.34% at t 2 = 42
60.57% at t 1 = 26

1
2
3

p-adaptive, p FR (20-layer)
p-adaptive, p 3 FR (20-layer)
p-adaptive, p 3 FR (10-layer)

0.1
0.1
0.1

0.9289
0.9270
0.9316

0.0459
0.0470
0.0419

0.0321
0.0301
0.0336

0.3075
0.3123
0.2735

4
5
6
7
8
9

p 4 FR (Vermeire et al. [76])
p 3 DG (Beck et al. [75])
p 7 DG (Beck et al. [75])
O (h6 ) FD (Galbriath & Visbal [13])
p 3 DG (Bassi et al. [54])
p 4 DG (Bassi et al. [54])

0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
Inc.
Inc.

0.941
0.923
0.932
0.91
0.962
0.953

0.049
0.045
0.050
0.043
0.042
0.045

0.045
0.027
0.030
0.04
0.027
0.027

0.315
0.310
0.336
0.28
0.268
0.294

10

Experiment (Selig et al. [74])

0.92

0.029

Fig. 17. Time-averaged surface pressure coeﬃcient C P and surface friction coeﬃcient C f on the SD7003 wing.

tolerance tolrel
= 10−4 is employed for all cases. tolrel = 10−1 is used for ESDIRK2 and tolrel = 10−2 is employed
for ESDIRK4. The averaged number of solution points for adaptive p 2 , p 3 , and p 4 solvers are around 1.6 × 106 , 2.6 × 106 ,
and 4.0 × 106 , respectively. We ﬁnd that the cost of adaptation is trivial compared to other operations in one implicit
time stepping. We observe that either increasing the polynomial order p or the number of stages of ESDIRK will decrease
the ratio 
t 1,2 /
t 0 , which is only 0.004 when ESDIRK4 with t = 0.004 and adaptive p 4 FR are used. This justiﬁes performing p-adaptation and load balancing every time step. As the polynomial degree increases, the cost (i.e., the ratio 
t 4 /
t0 )
of evaluating the preconditioner becomes more and more dominant in one implicit time stepping, and the relative cost
(i.e., the ratio 
t 5 /
t 0 ) of the linear solver decreases. This indicates that research efforts are still needed to further improve
the performance of preconditioners. As mentioned previously, applying the p-multigrid solver [69] as a preconditioner for
Newton-Krylov methods will be our future work.
pseudo
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5. Conclusion
In this work, a dynamically load balanced parallel p-adaptive implicit high-order ﬂux reconstruction method is
developed and applied to under-resolved turbulence simulation. The parallel mesh partitioning API in ParMETIS, i.e.,
ParMetis_V3_AdaptiveRepart(), is utilized for eﬃcient parallel mesh partitioning. A collect-and-distribute strategy
is used to redistribute the working variables to different processes. We have discussed the impact of weight calculation for
each element on the parallel eﬃciency in the context of matrix-free implementation of the ESDIRK method. We investigate
different weights related to the cost of residual evaluation, Jacobian matrix and preconditioner evaluation, and GMRES iterations. For p ≤ 3, we recommend ωe = nsp , and as p grows larger, ωe = nksp , where k > 1, is more preferable. Overall, a
signiﬁcant reduction in the run time and total number of solution points can be achieved via p-adaptation for turbulence
simulation and favorable results can be obtained.
When the adaptive solver is applied to solving the transitional ﬂow over an inﬁnite cylinder, due to the presence of
large ﬂow separation, the featured-based solver can result in a large domain where the polynomial degrees are reﬁned.
One can adjust the adaptation criteria towards wall-resolving to save computational cost; however, the accuracy would be
compromised. When the ﬂow separation is small, e.g., transitional ﬂow over the SD7003 wing at a moderate angle of attack,
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Table 3
Proﬁling results of the adaptive p 2 , p 3 , and p 4 FR methods on simulating the transitional ﬂow over the SD7003 wing. Time unit is second.
Adaptive p 2 FR


t1

t2

t 1,2

t3

t4

t5

t0

ESDIRK2, t = 0.002

ESDIRK2, t = 0.004

ESDIRK4, t = 0.002

Run time

Ratio

Run time

Ratio

Run time

Ratio

ESDIRK4, t = 0.004
Run time

Ratio

0.392
0.178
0.570
1.507
1.126
8.132
11.335

0.035
0.016
0.050
0.133
0.099
0.717
1.000

0.393
0.178
0.571
1.549
1.174
12.376
15.670

0.025
0.011
0.036
0.099
0.075
0.790
1.000

0.375
0.143
0.518
1.375
1.015
14.562
17.470

0.021
0.008
0.030
0.079
0.058
0.834
1.000

0.386
0.184
0.570
1.372
1.016
23.919
26.876

0.014
0.007
0.021
0.051
0.038
0.890
1.000

Adaptive p 3 FR


t1

t2

t 1,2

t3

t4

t5

t0

ESDIRK2, t = 0.002

ESDIRK2, t = 0.004

ESDIRK4, t = 0.002

Run time

Ratio

Run time

Ratio

Run time

Ratio

ESDIRK4, t = 0.004
Run time

Ratio

0.433
0.270
0.703
4.588
9.761
18.722
33.775

0.013
0.008
0.021
0.136
0.289
0.554
1.000

0.436
0.271
0.707
4.569
9.626
28.267
43.169

0.010
0.006
0.016
0.106
0.223
0.655
1.000

0.436
0.271
0.707
4.620
9.692
48.885
63.903

0.007
0.004
0.011
0.072
0.152
0.765
1.000

0.417
0.258
0.675
4.403
9.506
57.653
72.237

0.006
0.004
0.009
0.061
0.132
0.798
1.000

Adaptive p 4 FR
ESDIRK2, t = 0.002


t1

t2

t 1,2

t3

t4

t5

t0

ESDIRK2, t = 0.004

ESDIRK4, t = 0.002

ESDIRK4, t = 0.004

Run time

Ratio

Run time

Ratio

Run time

Ratio

Run time

Ratio

0.523
0.381
0.904
12.943
67.902
42.141
123.890

0.004
0.003
0.007
0.104
0.548
0.340
1.000

0.538
0.389
0.927
12.890
67.652
60.072
141.540

0.004
0.003
0.007
0.091
0.478
0.424
1.000

0.536
0.408
0.945
12.983
68.083
118.913
200.924

0.003
0.002
0.005
0.065
0.339
0.592
1.000

0.679
0.512
1.191
17.701
77.380
206.231
302.502

0.002
0.002
0.004
0.059
0.256
0.682
1.000

the feature-based p-adaptation method is able to conﬁne the p-reﬁned region close to the wing, thus signiﬁcantly reducing
the cost while providing good predictions. We also show, with the SD7003 case, that insuﬃcient mesh resolution can lead
to instabilities triggered by aliasing errors of high-order methods in under-resolved turbulence simulation. A proper dealiasing technique can overcome this issue and provide acceptable predictions. According to the computational cost proﬁling
results from transitional ﬂow simulations, we ﬁnd that the cost of adaptation is trivial compared to that of one implicit
time stepping. This justiﬁes our approach to conduct p-adaptation and load balancing every time step. We also ﬁnd that the
cost of preconditioner evaluation increases when the spatial polynomial degree increases. This indicates that research efforts
are still needed to further improve preconditioners’ performance for high-order numerical simulation with Newton-Krylov
methods.
The framework of dynamically load balanced p-adaptive implicit high-order methods developed in this study paves the
way towards robust and eﬃcient ILES of turbulent ﬂows at higher Reynolds numbers with the high-order FR/CPR method.
The dynamic load balancing technique presented here can be easily extended to other types of high-order collocation
methods.
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